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In the spring of 2019 Adera Developments put out a public art call for 
proposals for their newest mass timber residential community, Crest, 
located in North Vancouver’s Lonsdale neighbourhood, in British 
Columbia, Canada. Having already patronized several other artists to 
create public art project on this property, Adera is a leader in working 
with artists in collaboration for public. For this call, over 350 artists from 
within BC, and as far away as Oregon and Alberta applied. At the time of 
this art call, the development was at ground zero and construction had 
just begun. The building a blank canvas for the selected artist, a new 
creative venture about to begin….

Crest Public Art Call
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Shortly after the request for proposals appeared online, I was 
approached by the Canadian representatives of Viuva Lamego of 
Portugal; Helga Godinho and Mario Rosada both engineers and 
directors of InfraBiz based in Toronto, Canada. They had been 
following my art career for a number of years, were enthusiastic 
about my work, and suggested that together we applied for this 
proposal with the idea that Viuva Lamego would render my artwork 
in hand-painted tiles on the building outer facade. 


Since 1849, Viuva Lamego has worked with artists world-wide to re-
create their artwork into tile; bringing protection, beauty, and 
longevity in the form of public art installations to buildings and metro 
stations all over the world. I was beyond honoured to be considered 
in this partnership and we thus began writing our collaborative 
proposal. 

Viuva Lamego
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In considering the artwork aesthetic and feel that would work well with location. I learned that the 
Crest property was designed by Integra Architecture and would be nostalgic in character, 
contemporary in style, and defined West Coast living at its best. Looking at the small scale model in 
their showroom, I noted the dramatic rooflines, learned about  their use of mass timber and extensive 
natural materials, and understood this building would become a stunning landmark “fin” design 
element with  cascading water features complementing the North Shore Mountains, Burrard Inlet and 
Vancouver Skyline setting. As I saw it, my job as an artist was to create paintings that would not only 
bring vitality and beauty, but also work in synergy with these elements and integrate this building 
with its surroundings. It was time to get inspired! 


I headed off to the nearby North Vancouver Lynn Valley headwaters Park, located about a 10 minute 
drive from the property, and sat by the river in the forest. Soaking up and being in nature for my 
inspiration, I watched the river with its clear flowing turquoise waters, felt the smooth natural stones, 
and observed the earthy forest colours and textures surrounding me. The movement, colours and 
textures combined with my love and passion for painting became four small mixed media abstract 
paintings; ‘Take it Away I, II, III, and IV’ that were proposed for this installation.


Art Inspiration
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Making The Art
(My favourite part of this project ! ! !) 
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In the studio
In the studio, I began with a painting knife by mixing heavy body 
acrylic colour s on my palette  that were synergy with the nature of 
Lynn Valley. I chose pthalo blue and pthalo green, and mechanically 
mixed them to create a beautiful turquoise. Then I mixed the 
turquoise with white gesso echoing the clear waters of the river. I 
then brought in quinacridone-nicko-azo gold (an earthy red toned 
colour) which mixed with black and dark Payne’s grey gave me 
variation of earth tones reminiscent of the umber colours of forest 
leaves, branches and logs fallen into the river. I applied these 
paints with both my fingers and brushes bringing in the energy of 
the flowing river and movement into these paintings.


After colour mixing and applying paint to paper, I found some 
beautifully textured dark corrugated cardboard pieces which 
embodied the wood texture of the surrounding forest leaves, twigs 
and logs. These I both cut and torn up, and then integrated into the 
painting using heavy gel medium. I placed these earthy textured 
elements onto the painting and also removed them to leave 
shadows and echoes of their  presence, similar to the motion of the 
wood debris — moving — being added and then ‘taken away’ - 
down the river. Hence the paintings names ‘Take it away’ which 
were informed by this action of the texture pieces being placed and 
taken away during the creation of the art. 


Lastly,  after some of the paints had dried I used vine charcoal 
elements to add in lines in contrast to the gesture and flow of the 
paint colour.  These elements again playing into the branches of 
the trees and forest debris intermingling with the river.
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Portugal/Vancouver Tile Collaboration
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Tile Fabrication
After presenting this collaborative proposal and being chosen to execute this project, and the artwork also 
subsequently being selected and approved, our first step was to create maquette drawings of the four 
paintings to have a roadmap to then render them into tiles. We needed to know exactly how many tiles we 
would need to fit in the four cement inset spaces, with grouting in between, and also to adjust to the 
difference in dimensions between the original artwork and the building wall. 


The next step in Portugal was to create sample tiles for me to check in order to ensure the colours mixed to 
be painted on the tiles were as accurate as possible to the original paintings. These samples were created 
and air-mailed to me in the summer of 2021 and it was exciting to see how beautiful the glazed tiles looked 
and how accurate they were in colour comparison to the original paintings!


With the colour approval, fabrication of over two thousand 5 1/2” x 5 1/2” x 5/16th” porcelain tiles then began 
at the Viuva Lamego factory! After the tiles were made, they were laid out on the factory floor, and following 
the maquette renderings of my original paintings, were hand-painted in replica.


 
The painting process took three months for the artisans and craftsmen at Viuva Lamego to painstakingly 
match the colour, line works, texture, and strokes of every nuance of the original paintings.  The overall effect 
and accuracy is stunning and a true testament to this collaboration.


After the tiles were painted, they were glazed and fired and then packed up into small boxes for shipping. 
There were 20 tiles per box, with cardboard separators in between  in each tile. Each palette contained 12-16 
boxes that were then adhered to its respective palette, one per panel. 


Viuva Lamego then shipped the  four palettes, totally 750 kg freight via boat to Montreal and then via air to 
Vancouver, BC where after a month of travel time, they arrived  at Bruce Walther’s studio in April 2021. The 
arrival of the tiles was hands down the most exciting day of this project ! 
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Installation Schemes ‘As- Built Drawings’ for Panels #1-4 from left to right. Showing the numbering and 
lettering system which was painted on the back of each individual tile in order for easy installation.


The numbering scheme on each panel can be referred to in the case of the need for any tile to be replaced 
and re-ordered.

Installation Schemes
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Installation Team
To execute the installation I partnered with Bruce Walther, himself 
an award winning public artist and mosaic artist, and an expert in 
the tile installation process. Bruce was generously on hand 
throughout	 the project offering valuable advice and council on all 
the technical aspects of this installation. I am deeply grateful for 
this partnership. Bruce hired Richard Finch who was an invaluable 
member of the tile installation team, providing excellent advice with 
regards to the cement wall preparation. He also hired Yule Ken Lum 
for the installation and who helped us with unpacking the tiles at 
the Ken brought a wonderful work ethic and attitude of kindness 
we all appreciated.
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On April 17, 2021 four palettes, weighing a total of 1,653 pounds, of 2,000 
tiles from the Vivua Lamego (VL) Factory arrived. They had been shipped in 
small boxes on palettes by cargo freight from Portugal to Montreal and 
then flown to Vancouver (YVR) to then be transported by UPS to the ’Foot 
of Main Gallery’ at 119 Main Street in Vancouver. Transportation had taken 
a month. It was an enormously exciting day to receive the tiles labelled 
‘Viuva Lamego’ and begin to unpack and check them on the studio floor!


One of the most unexpected things that happened throughout this project 
was in the process of unpacking and checking the tiles, we had anticipated 
many to be broken and had a paper and pen handy to write down both the 
letter and number as well as corresponding panel number to let VL know 
so that they could create replacements. In fact, not one single tile was 
broken! 


As a test run, Bruce patiently and systematically laid out all the tiles for 
Panel #1 on the studio floor. He had created 1/8”th wood spacers to 
emulate the grout space in between the tiles for this process. 
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Technical Aspects of Installation 
The Project began with the set up of the scaffolding. The first job was to  fill in the 
cracks, fractures, and the holes of the wall using Mapelastic 315, a trowel-applied, 
flexible, fiber-mesh-reinforced waterproofing and crack-isolation membrane, for 
each mural. This product not only enabled the cement wall made smooth to allow 
for a uniform installation, this membrane also created a barrier between the wall 
and the tiles to prevent future possible cracking of the installation in case the wall 
shifts or cracks.


The adhesion product used was MAPEI’s Kerabond/Keralastic System which was 
applied using trowels directly to the wall in a criss cross fashion to help adhesion, 
then the tiles were applied directly on to it.


To ensure the correct spacing, before the application of the final grout, the team 
used hand-made 1/8” inch wooden spacers which were removed after the tiles 
were dry. The neutral grey coloured grout filing between the tiles was then applied. 
The team also carefully used a level to ensure the tiles were applied horizontally 
and uniformly. 
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Panel # 1  featured on the left            

16’ Height

10’ Width

1/8’’ grout space between tiles
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Panel # 1   Detail of tiles also showing cement inset on left           
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Panel # 1 -photos shows the top part of the panel and Crest residences above             
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Panel # 1   detail of tiles next to the cement inset
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Panel # 2              

16’ Height

10’ Width

1/8’’ grout space between tiles
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Panel # 2 sideview from the west             
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Panel # 2 detail           
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Panel # 2 detail             
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Panel # 3 Viewed from East Eight Avenue                 

16’ Height

10’ Width

1/8’’ grout space between tiles
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Panel # 3 featured on the right, photographed from the 
east



25 Panel # 3, detail, looking west   
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Panel # 3, detail, dark textured region   
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Panel # 3, detail, bottom left corner showing cement inset and space between tile installation & wall 
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Panel # 4 featured, far right, viewed from St. George Street with panels 1,2, & 3 left/background                



29 Panel # 4 featured, viewed from East Eight Avenue            

14’ Height

10’ Width

1/8’’ grout space between tiles
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Panel # 4 detail, looking up from the base off the panel              
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Signature Tile located on each of the four Panels             



32 Full installation with the Crest residential building in the background             



33
Full installation viewed from across East Eight Avenue           



34
Full installation photographed from the east side of the building             



35Deb Chaney in front of completed installation
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The tiles can simply be maintained and cleaned with a soft cloth or squeegee 
tool used to clean windows with a solution of water, and/or dish soap and 
water. I would recommend the strata of this development, when they hire 
window cleaners, that when they use the  scaffolding to clean the outside of 
the building windows, to also clean the tiles in that same regularity. 

Tile Maintenance/
Cleaning

Tile Replacement
Viuva Lamego tiles manufacturers offer a lifetime warranty on these tiles. In the 
case of breakage or fracture they will send the appropriate replacement tile via 
mail to you. 


Ordering replacement tiles would be specified by Panel Number, then 
corresponding horizontal number and vertical letter as indicated on the 
installation scheme for the panel. (Image on the right)


For example, for panel #3, to re-order the tile circled in red, it would be: Panel 
# 3, tile 16 V.   
 
To order replacement tiles please contact: 
 
Viuva Lamego 
Rua Thilo Krassman, 39 - Z. I. Abrunheira 
2710-089, Sintra,Portugal 
Email GERAL@VIUVALAMEGO.COM 
Phone +351 924 412 155  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Celebration
June 18, 2021 marked the Crest Grand Opening and celebration of this beautiful 
building as well as  the completion of our installation, pictured here on the right. In 
this photo, from left to right; Emma Cartwright, Development Manager Adera 
Developments COO; Rocky Sethi, Adera Developments COO; Deb Chaney, Artist; 
Mayor Linda Buchanan of North Vancouver; and Lori Phillips, Public Art 
Commissioner for the City of North Vancouver. 


“We all want to live in vibrant communities with dynamic public spaces that enable 
connection and conversation. This pandemic has highlighted  even more what 
public art adds to our sense of wellbeing and community. That’s why I am thrilled 
to see  this  unique installation unveiled at the Crest development. Its beautiful 
hand-painted tiles adds a warmth and serenity to the neighbourhood.”    
- Mayor Linda Buchanan


‘WEST COAST ABSTRACTS’ Deb Chaney, Artist  & Viuva Lamego, Ceramics 


These contemporary abstract paintings rendered in hand-painted Portuguese tile, 
use a play of colour, movement, and texture to capture the ephemeral feeling of a 
walking through the local rainforest.  They serve as a reminder of the power of 
being in creative process. Connecting with our imagination can be both healing 
and self-empowering and is available to us all.


 

 


Commissioned by Crest Adera Projects Ltd. in partnership with the City of North 
Vancouver Public Art Program,  2021.
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Thank you 
Rocky Sethi - COO, Adera Development Corporation - For overseeing the project and approving the choice of this public artwork for Crest Adera Developments.

Sarah Bingham – Director of Development - Project selection and initial project management.
Emma Cartwright - Development Manager, Adera Development Corporation - Art installation project management .
Helga Godinho - Managing Director of InfraBiz - Support of project proposal and on going project management.

Mario Rosado - Managing Director of InfraBiz - Support of project finances and deliverables.

Miguel Almeida Mendes – Commercial Manger at Viuva Lamego - In charge of fabrication and painting of tile artwork.

Ana Sofia Tavares  - Commercial Office Manager at Viuva Lamego - In charge of tile shipment.

Viuva Lamego Fabrication and Painting Team:

Maria de Fátima Mota – Responsible of the Painting Department.

José Maria Salgado  - Responsable for Project R&D. 

Fernando Humberto Duarte – Painter of the Panels. 

Tile installation Team: 
Bruce Walther - Lead Tile Installer 

Richard Finch - Tile installer.

Yule Ken Lum - Tile installer.

Lori Phillips - North Vancouver Public Art Commissioner - Overall project support. 

Kari Hundt - Corporate Public Art Consultant -  Project selection and initial project management.

Dennis Rithaler – Site Superintendent, Adera Development Corporation - Supporting the installation team on the ground for the installation process.

Katerina Stuparyk – Marketing Manager - Adera Development Corporation. 
Dennis Rithaler – Site Superintendent, Adera Development Corporation - Supporting the installation team on the ground for the installation process 

Dougal Muir - Documentation - Script writing, editing, photos, video.

Mitchell Sayers - Bokuria Creative - Provided photos and video clips of Crest construction, final grand opening celebration, and final installation.

Tim Sullivan - Photographer & Videographer - Project in process documentation. 

Leigh Hodges - Corporate Consultant - Support on project proposals and reports.

Susan Greig - Artist Mentor - Support during secondary and tertiary project proposals.

I would like to thank all the many people involved in this project for the two years that helped and support me in everything from writing 
proposals, to doing the math, to budgeting and planning. There is a native saying; “if you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, 
together.” I am grateful to have “gone together” with each of you on this project ! Thank you, thank you, thank you.  Deb Chaney 
 
Deb Chaney -    Contemporary Abstract Artist - Artist and Project Manager of the Crest Adera West Coast Abstract Tile Installation Public Art 
installation for Crest Adera Development and  the City of North Vancouver community.  To contact the artist, Deb Chaney Phone (604) 736-5111 Email 
info@debchaney.com Website at www.debchaney.com 

mailto:info@debchaney.com
http://www.debchaney.com
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